Government - Food production
- Law enforcement - Military
- Aqueduct System
- Justice System

Group Work

- The Food Production falling leads to Famine.

Steps:
Food production fails No food No delivery to grocery stores Famine

Solution:
1. More farms
2. No using chemicals
3. Bigger Plantations
4. Indoor farming

Conflict theory
- The greatest amount of wealth thus the greater amount of power.

Basic Principles of Conflict theory
1. Power is at the core of all social relationships
   - So those with the greatest power always dominate social relationships (ex. Teacher and classroom)
2. The powerful promote their interest at the expense of the weak
   - In countries with war this is force upon them
   - In countries that are not at war they use another theory which is control through the dominant ideology
   - Dominant ideology: is a series of ideas that we are thought at a young age that they seem so true to us that we don’t question it. (Ex. Working hard will get you rich)
- Any definable category of people who are socially disadvantaged. Two components of minorities:
  1) Lack social power (not size)
     - Experiences prejudice, discrimination & stigmatization
  2) Distinct from the majority
     - Defined by cultural and physical characteristics
     - Visible, Language, Religious Affiliation

The Social Construction of Difference

Historically, a race was a group of people who were physically and genetically distinguished from other groups.

The Myth of Race
- Race is a legacy of Western colonialism & ethnocentrism (superior to everyone else)
- Differences were created the basis of skin color, hair and facial features.
- Our differences are cosmetic: "race" is a biologically meaningless category

Race
1) White - Caucasian
2) Yellow - Mongoloid
3) Black - Negroid
4) Red - Aboriginal

Documentary Momondo

The Genetic Component of Race

75% identical genetic makeup + 25% genetic variation between humans = 100% human genetic makeup

The Social Construction of Difference

Sociology on Race as a Social Construct
- Race is important because it is socially constructed
- Impact of Thomas theorem: what is perceived to be real is real in its consequences
- Racialization refers to the process of attribution complex characteristics to racial categories.
- Internalized racialization occurs when members of a ‘racial’ group assume “racial attributes and incorporate them into their identity.

Racialization List
1) White - Caucasian
   - Crack addicts
2) Yellow - Mongoloid
   - Good in math
   - Tiny penises
   - Eat a lot of rice
   - Eat cats
3) Black - Negroid
   - Eat a lot of fried chicken
   - Run fast
   - Love grape juice
4) Red - Aboriginal
   - Smoke a lot
   - Drink a lot

Social Construction of Group Identity
Ancestry, language, and religious affiliation are often used to construct ethnic identity. As such, ethnicity is a multi-dimensional concept.

Ethnic Group
- A collection of people who identify with each other and share a common culture
What to look at to know: sex, language, ethnicity

Social Cause: Colonialism, maintenance of political social economic and cultural domination

Social Consequence: racism, bullying, rates of suicide for up

Police Forces

Definition: the use of excessive and or unnecessary force by police when dealing with civilians.

No clear line what what is considered brutality

Minority group was created by social construction of difference

Homelessness

Definition: Someone with inadequate housing, inadequate income and a lack of appropriate social support

Social causes: inability to pay rent, conflict or abuse, alcohol or drug use.

Homelessness: Causes why women are more likely to be poor/homeless:

1: Women spend more time doing unpaid work
2: Women, face gender wage gap

Movie: The hunting Ground

Homicide

Definition: the killing of one person by another

Murder is a criminal homicide

Two types of homicide that are not considered criminal: Justifiable homicide (soldier)

Exceusable homicide (deadly force)

* Authorized to kill for self defence*

People implicated in homicide: Victims, Criminals, Family of victim and criminal

Race: Serial murder = time between murders 72 hours-30 days and 3 or more people killed

Stereotypes: They are all men, are loners, have mental disorders, women are the victims,